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MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING TRUSTEE
In our continued endeavor and efforts to create self-

income for themselves but their participation in SHGs has resulted in greater unity and

sustaining, independent and prosperous rural

harmony among the women in these villages. This has, in turn, reduced crimes. Women today

communities, SST has adopted management concepts

are actively involved in community development and have a voice in the local politics with

and techniques to ensure enduring results. Having

many holding official positions.

successfully used the TQM technique at our manufacturing
facilities, we have adopted the same in our work with
communities. The objective is to achieve measurable results in the most efficient manner
possible.

SST's work in building self-reliant rural communities is very much in line with many of the
recent Government schemes launched. This includes the Swatch Bharat campaign, women
empowerment schemes and preventive health care. SST has successfully introduced regular
cleaning, garbage collection and waste management initiatives in project areas. Today over

Not only does TQM help in clearly defining our goals but also ensures quality of product,

322,000 households participate in these door-to-door garbage collection schemes and waste

delivery at the local level and quality of services. It helps with problem solving and in identifying

management programmes.

reasons for the success or failure of schemes. TQM also enables the continuing monitoring of
projects, helping in the reduction of duplication of efforts by the various implementation
partners. Just like in our business environment, management systems that ensure optimum
utilization of funds and efforts are necessary for long term success.

We would like to thank all our partners for their continued support to our programmes,
initiatives and efforts. It is only when we all work together that we can hope to be successful in
our efforts to build strong, vibrant communities. We look forward to their continued patronage
and support.

Agriculture remains a focus area for SST and our efforts have been to promote organic farming
techniques among farmers. This has resulted in a savings of about Rs. 6,000 per acre for the
farmers. The use of harmful chemicals, fertilizers and pesticides has been significantly reduced
and soil fertility has improved. Agricultural yields have improved wherever organic farming has
been adopted.
However, agriculture in India still remains largely rainfall dependent. This causes tremendous
hardship for rural communities in the case of a failed monsoon. It is in this scenario that other
forms of livelihood gain in importance. SST recognized this long ago and has done considerable
work in the area of development of livelihood alternatives. Livestock management has been
promoted amongst villages as a viable alternative or as supplementary income for farming
families. The introduction of better livestock management practices and attention to nutrition,
preventive healthcare, shed management and healthy re-productivity of animals has helped
farmers earn an additional average income of Rs. 6,000/- per month per cow.
SST is very proud of the work done in the area of empowerment of women through Self Help
Groups. Over 10,800 Self Help groups have been formed in SST project areas with a combined
borrowing of over Rs. 200 crores and an income of Rs. 500 crores income in the villages. Self
Help Groups form the pivot for a host of activities including the setting up of micro-enterprises,
literacy classes and matters of health and hygiene. These groups also form crucial social
support structures for the women in the villages. Women in SHGs are not only earning an extra

Venu Srinivasan, Managing Trustee
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A LEGACY OF TRUST
Manufacturing History
The TVS Group is a multi-billion dollar enterprise spanning two-wheelers, automotive components,
logistics, finance and real estate.
T.V.Sundaram Iyengar, who began a bus service in South India's temple-town of Madurai, founded
the Group in 1911. Its early customers viewed the buses with an equal measure of awe and fear.
Sundaram Iyengar, a man ahead of his times, was not daunted by the prospect of failure. Instead, he
lured people to use the buses by providing reliable, on-time service and even offered refreshments
on board. Soon, TVS buses became so popular and trusted by people that they would set their
watches by the arrival of the TVS bus.
The bus service changed the lives of thousands of people by making travel easier. Spurred by this
success, Sundaram Iyengar set up a distribution agency for another form of transport that was
gaining popularity in the 1920s — passenger cars.
TVS soon established what came to be known as “model dealerships” where customers who
bought cars, could get spares and after-sales service. Its motto was to win the trust of customers by
offering value. Sundaram Iyengar often told employees that for every rupee a customer spent, they
must go away feeling they had got 1.25 rupees in value.
By the time of India's independence in 1947, TVS & Sons Limited had established themselves as the
preferred dealers from whom to buy cars. After independence they became dealers for FIAT cars,
which were for the first time manufactured in India. At the same time, they undertook the
distribution of Ashok Leyland trucks and buses in the south. By the 1950s, the TVS Group started
offering customers other related services such as insurance, as was the contemporary American
practice. As the Group grew and diversified, each of the five sons of Sundaram Iyengar played a
significant role in this journey.
T.S. Srinivasan, the youngest son of Sundaram Iyengar, pioneered the Group's entry into
manufacturing of automotive components in the 1960s. He realised that in the post-war economic
boom, vehicle manufacturing would take off and would demand the supply of high quality
automotive components. As India at the time did not have the necessary expertise, he signed
partnerships with international firms ranging from Dunlop to Lucas. Today, the TVS Group is one of
the largest makers of automotive components in India.
T.S. Srinivasan, being a visionary, also foresaw that there would be burgeoning growth in affordable
personal transportation in the form of a moped. Unlike European mopeds, which were meant for
light-duty use by young people, India needed a very different solution. He knew that it would have
to be reliable, sturdy, and inexpensive to both buy and use.
Under his leadership, Sundaram-Clayton started establishing the moped business. At that time,
several industry experts warned him that the demand for mopeds in India was only a dismal 40,000

Shri T.V. Sundaram Iyengar
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units and that he Shri T.V.Sundaram Iyengar was being overly optimistic. To that, T.S. Srinivasan
would confidently reply, “Aren't you missing a few zeroes?''
T.S. Srinivasan, however, passed away at a young age before he could realise this dream. The
moped division of Sundaram-Clayton was the genesis of TVS Motor Company. This legacy was
taken forward by his son Venu Srinivasan, the present Chairman of Sundaram-Clayton and TVS
Motor Company.
Today, TVS Motor is among the largest manufacturers of two-wheelers in the world. The company
is also known for pioneering the adoption of Total Quality Management (TQM) in its business. With
manufacturing facilities in multiple locations across India – it has built manifold on the original
vision of T.S. Srinivasan.
Social Ideology
The Group's social ideology stems from its founder's belief that the Group should always maintain
trust with all stakeholders, from customers to employees to the society in which we live. His son,
T.S. Srinivasan, was a visionary with great compassion. He passionately institutionalised the TVS
Group's humane approach in business.
The TVS ethos of Trust, Value and Service permeates the whole Group. While most firms assume
that their credo serves only customers, the TVS group's ideology starts with its employees — as it is
employees who actually serve the customer. The management is committed to providing industry
leading amenities and services including quality food and medical care to its employees and their
families. This approach has deeply ingrained in every employee, the feeling that they are an intrinsic
part of the greater TVS family. Sundaram-Clayton and TVS Motor have extended this sense of
family to include the rural communities in which their manufacturing facilities are located.
The Srinivasan Services Trust (SST) was founded in 1996 and is the culmination of the companies'
humanitarian approach that started with its employees and which now extends to the greater
community.
SST has sought to help villages develop in a holistic and sustainable manner, creating self-reliant
communities. SST works to address a range of areas including economic development through the
creation of micro-enterprises through self-help groups, farming practices and other aspects of
village life such as sanitation, health care, education and environment protection.
From a mere two villages in 1996, SST has expanded incredibly to touch two million lives in
5,000 villages across five states in India today. This journey has been made possible by the zeal,
passion and commitment of the entire team in SST and the incredible partnerships with over
170,000 women in self-help groups, panchayat leaders, and the community elders of these
villages.
SST is committed to continuing this journey in the years to come. This is a journey without an end.

Shri T.S. Srinivasan
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OUR VISION
To be a partner in the transformation
of rural communities and urban slums by
empowering people to achieve sustainable
development.

OUR MISSION
To take our model of empowerment and
transformational change to more than 50,000
villages, so they become sustainable and selfreliant communities. We will reach this goal by
partnering with both the government and other
companies working together to create a
prosperous rural India.
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Location Details
5000 Villages | 7,19,890 Families | 3,144,590 People
Himachal Pradesh

THE SST NETWORK
Since its inception, 21 years ago,
SST projects have spread from
two villages in Tamil Nadu to 5000
villages across 5 states: Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Andhra
Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh.

Maharashtra

Karnataka

Andhra Pradesh

DISTRICT

LOCATIONS

Tamil Nadu

Tiruvannamalai

Padavedu

360

692

886

Tamil Nadu

Tiruvannamalai

Jamunamarathur

279

279

398

Tamil Nadu

Krishnagiri

Hosur

190

329

445

Tamil Nadu

Tirunelveli

Thirukkurungudi

282

433

514

Tamil Nadu

Thoothukudi

Navathirupathi

464

551

741

Tamil Nadu

Tiruvallur

Padi / Melakondayar

80

93

159

Tamil Nadu

Nagapattinam

Thenampattinam
Puthupattinam

57

90

248

Tamil Nadu

Kanyakumari

Keelamanakudi
Alikal Pillaithoppu

3

3

3

Tamil Nadu

Dharmapuri

Sitheri

101

153

230

Tamil Nadu

Ramanathapuram

Thirupullani

1

1

1

Tamil Nadu

Tiruchirapalli

Anbil

0

24

115

Tamil Nadu

Coimbatore

Sarkarsamakumam

0

37

131

Karnataka

Mysore

Sinduvalli and
Nanjangud

220

231

356

Karnataka

Chamraj Nagar

Bedaguli

6

75

152

Karnataka

Bangalore Urban

Anekal

46

46

57

Karnataka

Bangalore Rural

Hosakote

2

2

2

Maharashtra

Pune

Shirur

241

241

292

Maharashtra

Pune

Khed

45

45

87

Maharashtra

Pune

Ambegaon

38

38

60

Himachal Pradesh

Solan

Bhatian

29

29

29

Andhra Pradesh

Nellore

Venkatagiri

57

57

94

2501

3449

5000

Tamil Nadu

TAKING OWNERSHIP OF ONE’S ENVIRONMENT

NO. OF
NO. OF
NO. OF
VILLAGES VILLAGES VILLAGES
(2014 - 15) (2015 - 16) (2016 - 17)

STATE

TOTAL NUMBER OF VILLAGES
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OUR WORK
An Overview: The Srinivasan Services Trust has evolved over the years from an organisation that
worked largely in the charity mode to one that works closely with communities to enable them to
become prosperous, empowered and agents of change. SST’s work is based on three pillars:
Inclusive development: SST firmly believes in treating the community as equal partners in the
process of change. We realise that unless communities become agents of change themselves, and
learn to be self-reliant, the change cannot be self sustaining. Therefore, our focus remains on
empowering communities to take ownership and become active partners in the effort. SST workers
embed themselves in the communities, acting as catalysts of change.
Three stakeholders – Community, Corporate and Government: SST works closely with corporate
partners, the government and communities. We work as a conduit between the government and
local communities, enabling people to access various government welfare schemes. We partner
with various corporates, involved in community development, to help implement schemes and
projects at the ground. Our efforts to facilitate and strengthen the delivery of existing government
schemes and programmes ensures a win-win situation for all three stakeholders – It enables the
government to reach communities; it helps corporates to fund projects on the ground and ensure
their effective implementation and it helps the communities to access funds and programmes that
it may not have been able to otherwise.

OUR HOLISTIC APPROACH FOCUSES ON KEY AREAS OF
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH, EDUCATION,
INFRASTRUCTURE, THE ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITIES.

ECONOMIC
HEALTH
EDUCATION
ENVIRONMENT
INFRASTRUCTURE
SOCIAL

CHANGE
IN MINDSET
SUSTAINABLE
HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

Empower communities: SST works closely with communities to assist them in learning the process
of community development and nurtures their capability and potential. The idea is to eventually
convert individual beneficiaries into community leaders, who in turn motivate and guide others to
bring about social and economic transformation of communities. It is important to note that
eventually SST will exit a village after putting systems and processes in place and after setting them
onto the path of development.

SST’s Journey Towards Social Transformation
Till 2000
Charity mode of
community
development

2003
Initiated holistic
development
approach

2005
Involved community to
contribute financially &
physically

2007
Initiated community
to create village
development funds

2009
Involved communities in
planning, implementation
and monitoring

2011
Initiated communities to
take responsibility for
development in villages

2013
Impact measurement
initiated

2014
TQM concept
introduced in social
welfare sector

2015
Happy villages, Happy
Society, Happy Business

UNITY & HARMONY
IN VILLAGES
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH

Reaping the Benefits of Modern Agricultural Practices

Changing Habits to Build Healthier Communities

Towards Prosperous Communities
SST helps to set-up and organise Self Help Groups and other community based groups to enable
people to work together towards economic prosperity. We help identify appropriate government
welfare schemes, arrange financial and technical support from banks and other government
departments for community projects. SST also provides support to these government departments
and financial institutions to enable them to monitor the progress made by the beneficiary groups.
There is close follow up with communities to support these efforts to resolve any issues faced by
either of the stakeholders. Our focus remains to create confidence and build capacity of communities
to carry forward development work on their own. Our focus groups are farmers, women and the
youth.

Health for All
Access to medical care in rural India remains a challenge even today. SST works with various
stakeholders to provide health care to communities. From educating communities on preventive
care to helping change habits, from renovation of primary health care clinics to implementation of
government schemes on the ground, this is a multi-pronged approach. SST also works closely with
local government agencies and assists communities to draw full benefits of the government
healthcare programmes. Sanitation and nutrition remain our focus areas. Women and children are
exposed to talks and demonstrations regarding the issues that affect their well-being. Pre-natal,
post-natal and maternal health care are other focus areas of our work.

Key Achievements:
— Over 168,300 women enrolled in 11,485 self-help groups. 158,030 have become micro
entrepreneurs and generate income worth of over Rs. 645 crores per year.
— 325,156 Ha covered under improved modern agriculture practices and 282,158 farmers have got
yield above the state average.
— Over 210,000 families earn an income more than Rs. 3,500 per month through livestock.
— Over 56,150 youth trained in various vocational skills; 55,315 of them are employed and earn a
minimum income of Rs. 5,000 per month.
— 352,521 families now earn more than Rs. 15,000 per month which provides them with much needed
financial security.
— 656,356 (91%) families have individual savings bank accounts.
— Dependence on money lenders for consumption purposes has reduced dramatically, from 12 % to 2%.

Key Achievements:
— 100% coverage of ante natal and post natal care.
— 100% immunisation of women and children.
— Infant mortality rate 0.15 / 1000 live birth; Maternal mortality rate is 5.1 / lakh live birth.
— 88,532 children improved from malnutrition.
— 511,038 women improved from anemia
— 380,144 of households have access to sanitation facilities.
— 596350 of households have access to potable drinking water.
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EDUCATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

Creating Model Institutions and Introducing
Innovative Teaching Methods

Involving Communities in Infrastructure Development

Improving the Quality of Education
While the willingness to send children to school has been one of the most encouraging
developments in India in the recent past, there remain many challenges that need to be addressed.
These include the lack of proper school infrastructure, poor quality and inadequate number of
teachers, a lack of opportunities for students, the problem of slow learners, illiteracy and disinterest
of parents and lackluster teaching methods.

Investing in Infrastructure
SST plays an active role in partnering with the government and local communities to build, repair
and renovate the common infrastructure in village. SST encourages people to participate and play
an active part in the creation and maintenance of local infrastructure. While finance for a project
often comes from a government scheme or private contributors, the locals provide free labour as
their contribution to development projects. This gives them a sense of ownership and also
motivates them to maintain and use the facilities developed.

SST has prioritized the setting up and improvement of school infrastructure across its project areas. It
has set up model anganwadis which have become not only educational, but also, social and
community hubs. Mothers take a keen interest in the running and maintenance of the schools. SST
also pays special attention to slow learners in schools, helping them to catch up with the rest of the
class. Skill development among the youth to make them employable is yet another focus area for SST.
Key Achievements:
— 88,798 (100%) enrolment in anganwadis.
— 222,968 (100%) enrolment in schools with 99% attending school regularly.
— 100% of children have completed high-school in SST project areas.
— 1305 (65%) schools developed as model.
— 89% of parents participate in parent-teacher meetings.
— 94% of students have secured pass percentage in public exams.
— 118,424 (68%) illiterate women have been made literate.

SST has taken up improvement of infrastructure in anganwadis, schools, community halls, primary
health centers, sub centers, living quarters of medical staff, roads, drains, and water harvesting
structures. The results have vastly improved the lives of the community.
Key Achievements
— 1335 school and 1620 anganwadi toilets constructed.
— 1759 anganwadi buildings and 1305 school buildings have been renovated.
— Over 570 kilometers of new roads have been laid.
— 2,718 water harvesting structures have been built.
— Communities are now proud and active participants in the process of creating and maintaining
local infrastructure.
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ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Communities are Directly Involved in
Afforestation Efforts of Their Surroundings

Encouraging Village Members
to Take the Lead in Social Change

Protecting and Greening of the Environment
SST helps sensitize communities to the dangers of degradation of the environment. We identify
relevant government schemes that are beneficial to the communities and help create awareness
among the communities to adopt them. Very often we link environment protection schemes to
economic and social benefits for communities. A vast range of activities are undertaken and
supported by SST. These include afforestation efforts, building of check dams, revival of ground
water, maintenance of cleanliness, garbage collection initiatives, compost making, liquid and solid
waste management among others.

Building Social Leaders
Economic prosperity is not the only objective of the work done by SST in villages. We ultimately aim
to build and nurture socially harmonious communities that take pride in their own villages. This
process includes the identification and encouragement of social leaders, who can be change makers
and who can motivate communities to fully participate in community and social development work.
These leaders, who have earned the trust of their own people through their commitment to causes,
help manage social change without any direct monitoring from SST. This leads to self-reliance.

Key Achievements
— 143,469 common compost pits formed and 3,34,386 households are now covered under solid
waste management system.
— 186 tons of vermi compost generated per month.
— 1,550 kms of road now free of garbage.
— 217,200 kitchen gardens created; 23,260 soak pits formed and 350,915 households are now
covered under liquid waste management system.
— 23.34 lakhs trees planted in Patta and private lands.

SST also attempts to involve all sections of the community and persuades villagers to work for
change through gram sabhas, village development councils and community-based organisations
such as SHGs, farmers clubs and youth clubs. SST's experience shows when people see and go
through positive change, they develop pride in their achievements.
Key Achievements
— 14,650 social leaders developed; 15,801 grama sabha meetings held.
— 4,859 village festivals organised.
— 1,134 villages in SST project area have reached self-reliant level.
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ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Bringing Economic Prosperity
And Self-reliance To Rural Communities
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ECONOMIC
Social

Health

EMPOWERING WOMEN TO BECOME FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT
HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

Environment

Education
Infrastructure

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
IMPROVING AGRICULTURE & LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

Sustainable Development Through Economic Self-reliance
Poverty alleviation remains an immediate need of the country. Over 300 million people are reported
to be living in extreme poverty, with no access to even the basic amenities of life. SST is working
hard with communities to address this pressing issue facing the country. At SST, we realise that
financial security leads to greater confidence and a greater capacity to learn, enabling people to
reach their potential.
We believe that there are three major avenues for providing financial security to a family. These are:
Ÿ Women Empowerment
Ÿ Agriculture & Livestock Management
Ÿ Youth Employment

SKILL DEVELOPMENT & EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH

SST works at the grassroots and acts as a bridge between government departments and villagers.
This enables communities to access schemes meant for them and helps the government
departments to reach these communities for the proper dissemination of welfare funds and
projects. This involvement of both the stakeholders has reaped rich dividends. It has encouraged the
villagers to think, act and decide on priorities for their communities and has also motivated them to
become self-reliant in solving their own problems.
SST’s initiatives include:
Ÿ Enabling women to earn through income generating activities and lead a financially secure life.
Ÿ Enabling farmers to adopt modern agriculture practices for better yield and increased incomes.
Ÿ Enabling livestock owning families to adopt improved livestock management practices.
Ÿ Enabling unemployed youth to be made employable by improving their skills.
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Empowering Women
Economic Development

WOMEN'S
EMPOWERMENT
ECONOMIC: Empowering Women to Earn and Learn
SOCIAL: Influencing Changes in Rural Society
POLITICAL: Participating in Development as Volunteers and Leaders

INCOME GENERATING PROJECTS RUN BY WOMEN'S SHGS:
Tailoring shops | Snack and tea stalls | Restaurants | Grocery shops | Dairy farming Bee keeping and honey
production | Poultry farming | Operation of rice and flour mills Production of cattle feed and compost | Manufacturing
candles, soaps, handicrafts, baskets and furniture from Lantana weed | Chappatti making | Making agarbattis

For a long time now, SST has identified women
as a source for additional income generation for
rural families. SST works through the concept
of Self Help Groups (SHGs) to make women
gain greater control over resources, human and
intellectual capital of knowledge, information
and ideas and financial resources. Women are
encouraged and taught to take independent
financial decisions for themselves and their
families. This becomes possible once they
become financially independent themselves,
through the various income generation projects
run by SST in communities. Over 11,000 SHGs
have been set up by SST in its project areas,
benefitting over 162,871 women.
The process followed by SST towards women
empowerment includes:
Ÿ Imparting knowledge and training for

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

generating additional income through
income generating activities and projects.
Enabling women with financial freedom.
Enabling all SHG members to be functionally
literate.
Imparting information and knowledge about
government schemes and programmes.
Helping women address issues within and
outside families.
Involving women in village development
initiatives and recognising their contribution
to society.

Impact
Ÿ Unity among women increased.
Ÿ Social status in family and society.
Ÿ Active participation in village development
& other activities.
Ÿ Increased confidence.

Economic Development | 27
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Self Help Groups
ACTIVITIES

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Self Help Groups formed

Nos.

7,849

9,336

11,485

Women enrolled in Self Help Groups

Nos.

117,755

139,535

168,340

SHG members involved in income generation
activities

Nos.

102,000

128,700

158,030

UNITS

RESULTS
Average income per month / person
Number of SHG members earning a minimum
income of Rs. 2,500/ month

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Rs.

3,750

4,250

4,500

Nos.

95,638

119,613

150,128

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT THROUGH IGP

As on 31.3.2017

175000

158030
150313
142463

146250

135097
128700
117500

102000

Seen here are women of Vellur village who are
involved in making camphor as part of their SHG
activities. They earn between Rs. 200 to Rs. 400
per day.

88750

70425
BETTER

A total of 11,485 Self Help Groups have been
formed taking the number of women involved
in income generations projects to 158,030.

60000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

July 16 to
Sep 16

NUMBER OF WOMEN ELIGIBLE FOR ENROLLING IN SHG & IGP: 2,57,687

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

Jan 17 to
Mar 17

UOM: Number of women
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THE SHG AT SIVAKALAI VILLAGE NOW EARNS UPTO RS. 40,000 PER
MONTH THROUGH THEIR INCOME GENERATION PROJECT FOR
PRINTING AND MAKING CARRY BAGS. THIS HAS GIVEN THE MEMBERS,
NOT ONLY A SENSE OF PURPOSE, BUT HAS ALSO HELPED THEM
BECOME FINANCIALLY MORE INDEPENDENT.

Case Study 1

LIGHTING UP THEIR LIVES
Sivakalai village, Srivaikundam panchayat, Thoothukudi district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Sivakalai village in
Srivaikundam Panchayat of Tamil Nadu has a
population of 754 people.
SST’s ROLE: SST set up two SHGs in the
village. In 2016, one of the SHGs came up
with the idea of starting an income
generation project to manufacture bags to
supplement their family income. Six
members of the SHG were trained in screen
printing and tailoring, with the support of
Magalir Thittam.
The SHG managed to secure an initial loan of
Rs. 60,000 for their project. They rented
premises and bought two sewing machines
with the same. Three orders from their village
itself, set them up for the project. SST
assisted them in marketing their products by
displaying them at the temples in
Srivaikundam. SST also educated them on
various aspects of marketing and quality
control of their products.
All the efforts of the SHG bore fruit when they
received an order for a 1000 bags from a

leading jewellery store in Tamil Nadu for
screen printing and stitching of bags. Despite
the large order, the SHG delivered the
product on time. Because of their timely
delivery of a good product, they further
secured orders for 1000 bags every 2 months
for the next 6 months. Orders from villagers
for marriages soon started flowing in.
Because of their dedication and commitment,
despite a limited number of workers, a large
unit was established in the village. The unit
has a turnover of Rs. 40,000 per month. With
consistent orders being received by the unit,
this IGP activity has become a model for
other women in the village and in
neighbouring villages.
IMPACT: Despite challenges faced by the
women in securing orders (due to their
limitations on travel), the unit is a success.
This has given the women a sense of purpose
and confidence. It has also enhanced family
incomes in the village.
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Case Study 3

HONEY & PICKLES
Kanneri colony, Punajanuru grama panchayat,
Chamarajanagar district, Karnataka

BACKGROUND: Kanneri colony lies within

of cleanliness, hygiene and nutrition.

the BRT Tiger Reserve. A Soliga tribal colony,
it has 110 families and a population of 467

Twenty members of a SHG, set up a honey

people. Traditionally, their livelihood was

and pickle making and bottling unit where

based on seasonal work given by the forest

they processed honey and made pickles from

department. This included the collection of

the amla and mangoes they collected. This

forest produce such as honey, amla and

was sold to the tourists who came to the

lichen. Since this only provided them with a

jungle lodges and the BRT Reserve. The SHG

seasonal income, their standard of living was

made a handsome profit of Rs. 249,600 in

very poor and they often migrated to

four months. They deposited part of this

neighbouring places such as Coorg in search

amount in their savings bank account and the

of work.

rest of the money was equally distributed
among all the members.

SST’s ROLE: About a year ago, SST formed
four new SHGs in the colony in addition to the

IMPACT: This venture has had a positive

Case Study 2

existing two. SST also undertook the

impact on the lives of these tribals. They now

SECURING HER FUTURE

renovation of the local anganwadi and worked

have a regular income and migration has now

with the district tribal welfare department to

stopped. All the children (age eligible) now go

repair all the houses in the village. The

to the anganwadi regularly. The community

community was motivated to clean their

comes together to maintain the cleanliness of

village. Anemia camps were conducted and all

their colony. The general health of the

the villagers were educated on the importance

members of this colony has improved.

Haginvallu village, Haginavallu panchayat,
Nanjangud taluk, Karnataka

BACKGROUND: Sayeeda Banu lives with her
husband Riaz and three children in Haginvallu
village, close to Mysore city. Hers is a nuclear
family. Sayeeda struggled to maintain her
family due to a poor family income. Two years
ago, she enrolled with the local SHG.
SST’s ROLE: SST formed the Sri Subanalla
SHG in her village. Sayeeda was quick to
understand both the working of the SHG as
well as the benefits of it. With the help and
guidance of SST, Sayeeda approached the
local bank for a loan of Rs. 25,000/-.
With this capital, she started a multi-utility
shop which had a Xerox machine, Sarees as
well as plastic wire bags. Sayeeda today
makes between Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 8,000 per
month, after all expenses paid. She is now
able to provide financial security to her family.

IMPACT: Life has changed dramatically for
Sayeeda. There is now a spring in her step and
confidence in her voice. Once a shy
housewife, who didn’t go out much, Sayeeda
is now a confident business owner who
successfully runs a shop. Not only has this
given her and her family a sustainable income,
but has socially empowered them too.
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Enhancing Income for
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AGRICULTURE
Soil Testing
Quality Seeds
Mechanisation & Integrated Farming
Encouraging Organic Farming

Environment

Education

Agriculture has suffered huge losses in the past
many years making it an increasingly
challenging profession. SST has worked very
hard in the area of agriculture productivity with
a multi-pronged approach aimed at key drivers
such as environmental factors, technology and
quality of seeds, education of farmers,
irrigation etc. The introduction of modern
agricultural practices such as integrated
nutrition management, pest control,
mechanization and use of technology, organic
farming etc. have made agriculture more
profitable today. Environment, soil and water
conservation efforts have also helped to
increase farm yields.

Infrastructure

While the government has a host of agricultural
schemes, many of them do not reach the
farmers due to a number of reasons including
the lack of information SST works as a bridge
between the farmers and the local government

bodies for better dissemination of funds and
implementation of schemes on the ground.
Close follow-up with farmers has helped in an
increased interest in agriculture among them.
With the increased yields and profits,
agriculture has become attractive for many
educated youth in the rural areas.
SST is firmly committed to the farmers in its
project area towards these drivers by:
Ÿ Helping farmers access information on
modern agriculture practices and technology
Ÿ Organising exposure visits to model farms;
creating model and demonstration farms
Ÿ Facilitating the execution of government
schemes, programmes and subsidies.
Ÿ Facilitating financial assistance from banks
and other institutions.
Impact
Ÿ Agriculture has become viable.
Ÿ Low input costs.
Ÿ Higher yields leading to higher incomes.
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FARMERS GETTING YIELDS ABOVE STATE AVERAGE

Agriculture
Total cultivable area: 4,34,645 ha., Total farmers: 3,85,691
UNITS

233206

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Area covered under quality seeds

Ha

184,381

197,299

324,231

Area covered under intercropping

Ha

80,301

85,119

139,419

Area covered under drip irrigation

Ha

14,663

43,370

54,846

Agriculture related awareness programs conducted

Nos.

4,205

8,676

17,523

Workshop and field demonstrations held

Nos.

1,580

2,166

3,860

Ha

191,925

255,695

325,156

Nos.

154,580

206,580

287,487

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Ha

151,245

228,625

282,158

Nos.

141,650

196,485

241,535

Area covered under improved agriculture practice
Farmers covered under improved agriculture practice

RESULTS
Area with yield above state average
Farmers producing yield above state average

235314

241535

218811
210000

196485

170000

141650
130000

BETTER

ACTIVITIES

250000

As on 31.3.2017

100375
90000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF FARMERS: 3,85,691

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of farmers

Jan 17 to
Mar 17
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Case Study 1
GREEN REVOLUTION IN DRY LAND
THROUGH MODERN MACHINES
Peikulam village, Alwarthirunageri block, Thoothukudi district, Tamil Nadu

Economic Development | 37

BACKGROUND: Peikulam village in
Alwarthirunagari block is located in
the northern part of the
Tamarabarani River. With around 151
Ha of total land available for farming,
agriculture here has been,
traditionally, entirely dependant on
rainfall. Because of this, only about
40 Ha of land was being cultivated by
about 27 families and a large number
of families were migrating out of the
village in search of work.
SST’s ROLE: SST started intensive
work in this village around 2014 by
organising awareness programmes
on water conservation and methods
of dry land cultivation. Two
Agriculture Clubs were started in the
village and soil and water testing
programmes were conducted with
the support of SPIC. Farmers learned
about optimum utilization of
fertilizer. Regular training of farmers
continues with the support of the
Tamil Nadu Agriculture University,
the Horticulture, Floriculture and
Agriculture Engineering departments
of the government and NABARD.
The farmers are trained on
techniques to get high yield with less
water in dry land.
SST also worked to motivate farmers
who were not actively practicing
farming, to start cultivation of their
land. Loans (with subsidies) were made
available to farmers for investing in
modern agriculture practices such as
drip and sprinkler irrigation Encouraged
by these interventions, the attitude of
the farmers began to change and their
enthusiasm for agriculture was
rekindled.

Due to the various modern practices
introduced in the village, the available
cultivable land increased from 40 Ha
in 2014 to 135 Ha by 2016.
Bringing about this change was not
easy and SST had to work with all
stakeholders to make it possible.
Farmers were initially skeptical about
getting a good produce from dry
land. Migration was a reality. The
government departments hesitated
to invest funds in dry land as there
were very few farmers practicing
agriculture. Nationalised banks
hesitated to provide loans to farmers
clubs. Perseverance by SST led to a
change in attitude amongst the
farmers who were now encouraged
to go back to agriculture on their dry
lands. Banks and government
departments were convinced to
invest in these farmers.

IMPACT: Migration has reduced
significantly since 2014. Ground
water levels have increased by 2 feet.
Farmers are using drip and sprinkler
irrigation on a regular basis. The area
of dry land that is now being
cultivated increased to 90% from
26% and the income of farmers’
families increased from Rs. 15,000 to
Rs. 50,000 (as of 2016). Peikulam
village has became a model in dry
land farming in Alwarthirunagari
union.
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Case Study 2
INCREASING CROP YIELD
THROUGH INM AND IPDM
Mannegunta village, SPR Nellore district, Andhra Pradesh

BACKGROUND: Doraswamy Naidu
and his fore fathers have been
farmers for generations.
Doraswamy dropped out of school
after the 7th standard and has since
worked on his farm. While he has 5
acres of wet land he has only been
using 1.5-2 acres for cultivation.
Despite his best efforts, he has been
unable to increase the yield on his
farm. Doraswamy has been growing
crops like paddy and groundnut on
his fields.
SST’s ROLE: SST conducted an
agriculture awareness programme
at Mannegunta village. Doraswamy
attended the programme along with
his fellow farmers. They raised the
issue of falling paddy yields on their
farms, despite their best efforts.
SST advised Doraswamy to do a soil
test on his farm to check the quality
of soil. The test revealed over
utilization of pesticides and fertilizer
in the soil. Basis this test, SST
recommended that he should use
green manure and practice crop
rotation on his farm to improve soil
condition. Even though there was
availability of sufficient water, SST
encouraged him to start using drip
irrigation and mulching sheets.
Doraswamy was quick to put into
practice the suggestions of SST and
he soon started raising a wide
variety of crops including: ground

nut, green gram and chillies. He has
also introduced integrated nutrition
management (INM ) and integrated
pest and disease management
(IPDM ) technologies such as
panchakavya, neem cake extract,
and poison bites.
IMPACT: Today Doraswamy Naidu is
recognised as a model farmer in his
village. His income has increased
from one lakh to Rs. 3.80 lakhs and
his expenses have reduced from Rs.
48,000 to Rs. 27,800 due to organic
farming and the successful adoption
of various technologies and
techniques he learned. The income
that he now makes from one crop is
more than the income he earlier
made from two crops. He now gets a
high yield of crop with low utilisation
of pesticides and fertilizers.
Doraswamy has helped start two
more farmers groups in his village to
enable them to access government
benefits. He has also helped other
farmers adopt INM and IPDM
technologies.
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LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT
Modern Livestock Management Practices

An important source for increasing income for
rural families is livestock management. It
helps to improve food and nutritional security
and also to generate income and employment
in case of crop failure, thus leading to financial
security. However, modern livestock
management has not been adopted by many
families. Not all families in rural areas are the
land owners making it difficult to raise
livestock and landless persons have to depend
on other means of generating an income.
However it is possible that most families to
maintain livestock. SST, along with
government schemes and initiatives, has
helped to take practices of livestock
management to every farmer in its project
areas. SST has focused its efforts on proper

nutrition for the animals, preventive
healthcare of livestock, shed management,
disease control and ensuring proper
productivity cycle. This has made a
tremendous impact on the life of those living
in rural areas.
SST's initiatives include:
Ÿ Organising veterinary care at door step.
Ÿ Awareness on feeding practices.
Ÿ Awareness on cattle shed management.
Ÿ Bringing veterinary department and
veterinary universities to villages.
Ÿ Promoting fodder cultivation.
Impact
Ÿ Healthy livestock.
Ÿ Milk yield increased per day from 4.88 lakh
litres to 30.40Lakh litres in the last 5 years.
Ÿ Increased family income through better
livestock rearing.
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Livestock
Families owning livestock: 361,585
UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Veterinary camps conducted

Nos.

4,079

6,258

9,184

Animals treated at veterinary camps

Nos.

686,410

Awareness programmes conducted on livestock
management

Nos.

3,975

6,385

10,286

Increase in milk yields of milch animals ranging
from 3 to 6 litres

Nos.

204,700

372,515

405,349

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Sheep and goats: increase in weight

Nos.

390,700

667,200

695,000

Families earning above Rs. 3,000 per month,
through livestock

Nos.

129,770

161,960

210,008

ACTIVITIES

RESULTS

1,112,015 1,570,271

ENHANCED INCOME OF MINIMUM RS. 3500/- MONTH
THROUGH LIVESTOCK

As on 31.3.2017

210008

230000

197996
185159
195000

173006
161960

160000

129770

BETTER

125000

98500
90000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF FAMILIES OWNING LIVESTOCK: 3,61,585

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

Jan 17 to
Mar 17

UOM: Number of families
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Case Study 1
MINI DAIRY FARM
Vedakollaimedu tribal village, Kanamalai panchayat,
Javadhu Hills, Tiruvanamalai district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Even though Mrs.
Sumathi of Vedakollaimedu village
owned 1.5 acres of land, only 0.5
acres were suitable for cultivation.
As a result, she and her family
struggled to meet their day-to-day
expenses. They barely managed to
eke a living from the income of Rs.
8000 per month that she the land
and a country bred cow. Even
though she was very keen to rear
milch animals, the challenge of
raising finances, rearing the cattle
and marketing the milk daunted her
and she was unable to pursue the
same.
SST’s ROLE: After thoroughly
understanding Sumathi’s position
and her knowledge, SST encouraged
her to undergo a short training
programme, through distance
education, from Tamil Nadu
Veterinary university, Chennai. On
completion of this training, SST
helped her to access a loan of Rs.
40,000 from the local SHG for the
purchase of a high-breed cow.
SST also guided Sumathi on various
aspects of livestock management,
cattle shed management, fodder
and feed management, improving
the quality and quantity of the milk,
and general cattle management
with the help of the veterinary
department, Jamunamarathur. One
acre of her land was levelled and
made suitable for fodder cultivation

with the support of SST. Sumathi
started growing fodder on half an
acre of her land. Sumathi was also
helped by Aavin, Vellore to improve
the quality and quantity of milk and
with marketing support for the
same.
Sumathi who earned only about Rs.
1000 per month when she had one
country-bred cow, now owns six
cows that produce around 60 litres
of milk per day giving her an income
of Rs. 25,000 per month.
IMPACT: Sumathi is now able to
provide for her family and for her
children’s education. She is also
repaying the loan that she had
taken. She is free from the clutches
of local money lenders.
Not only has this resulted in
renewed confidence but has also led
Sumathi to step out and help ten
other families with their cattle
management.
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Case Study 2
A MODEL LIVESTOCK FARMER
Ogur village, Chetpet block, Tiruvanamalai district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Ogur village in
Chetpet block is situated 5 km from
Polur. It has a total of 485 families
The major occupation of this village
is agriculture with it having around
767 acres of wet land. The soil
however is not conducive for
farming as it is clammy with a very
high water content. As a result the
agriculture productivity here and
income generated from it are very
low.
SST’s ROLE: Mr. Mohadoss, a young
farmer who owned 12 acres of land,
but cultivated only six, faced the
same predicament of low yields and
income of less than rupees one lakh
from, and therefore he approached
SST for guidance. Since he was a
graduate, he was interested in
adopting modern and scientific
methods of agriculture to ensure a
higher income from his land.
Keeping in mind the adverse soil
conditions of the area, SST advised
Mohandoss to adopt integrated
farming practice that included
livestock, piggery, poultry and
pisciculture. He was also provided
with experts advice.
Mohandoss today rears 50 hybrid
cows like HF, Jersy and Sindhi,
4 murrah buffalos and 15 white pigs.
He also practices fish culture in a
60' x 40' pond, raises poultry
(country fowl) and doves of

European variety. He has also raised
4 acres of Co4, Co5 and kuthirai
masala for his cows and pigs.
IMPACT: Mohandoss gets a yield of
200 litres of cow milk and 40 litres of
buffalo milk per day. His average
milk yield is 20 litre per cow per day.
He sells pigs by weight at Rs. 100/kg.
His fish pond gives him a healthy
yield of around 100 kgs of fish per
week which he sells for Rs. 120/kg.
Mohandoss today earns a net
income of Rs. 1.0 to 1.50 lakhs per
month . He is now a model farmer to
other farmers in his village. Inspired
by the example set by Mohandoss,
five farmers in Ogur village are
following on his foot steps.
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Economic Development

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Career Guidance
Vocational Courses and Skills Training

Employability and Skill
Development

number of youth and almost 90% of them are
gainfully employed.

Unemployment of youth is a serious problem
in the country. While the youth have the will to
work, they find it hard to find employment
due to a lack of skills. SST's attempt is to
identify the gaps in skills that prevail in the
rural areas and train the youth in relevant skills
to enable them to find employment within a
20-25 kms radius of their homes. Most of the
youth in villages are reluctant to leave their
villages as living away from home means an
extra expense of setting up another home
away from their villages.

Impact
Ÿ Youth contribute to family income.
Ÿ Youth participate in village development
initiatives.
Ÿ They volunteer in social development
programmes in the village.

SST has been working in the area of skill
development and employability for youth
through capacity building, livelihood
programmes, vocational training, career
counseling, skill development opportunities
and jobs that help rural youth to be gainfully
employed. In the course of last two years,
SST has been able to train a substantial

ECONOMIC
Social

Health

HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

Environment

Education
Infrastructure
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Youth Employment
Total number of youth in need of regular income/employment: 83,359
ACTIVITIES

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Nos.

36,495

46,415

56,153

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Nos.

36,280

45,505

55,314

Rs.

Rs. 7000

Rs. 8000

Rs. 9000

Youth trained in vocational skills

RESULTS
Youth trained in various skills and made employable
Monthly earning range of youth employed

YOUTH EMPLOYED

As on 31.3.2017
55314

58000

52842
50303
47745

49750

45505

41500

36280

BETTER

33250

26240
25000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED YOUTH: 83,359

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of youth

Jan 17 to
Mar 17
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Case Study 1
ENABLING TO BE EMPLOYABLE
Mr. Jayed Shaikh, Ganegaon village, Pune district, Maharashtra

BACKGROUND: I never went to
college. My parents had no money
to spare. With just a high school
education, I began work in an
automobile company, helping move
material from warehouses. After six
months, I quit because the money
wasn't enough to meet my
expenses.
SST’s ROLE: Around this time, SST
organized a programme on
opportunities for youth in my village
near Pune, and 14 of us took part. I
learnt that there were many ways to
earn a living. I decided to open a
mobile-repair service centre in this
village. I completed three months of
training at a cost of Rs. 9,000. With
help from SST, I got a bank loan of

Rs. 75,000. I also learnt to repair
home appliances such as mixer
grinders, toasters, cookers etc.
Alongside, I became a distributor for
a mobile phone service provider.
IMPACT: Today, I earn almost
Rs. 30,000 a month. The biggest gift
SST gave me as a young man was
confidence.
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Case Study 2
ENTERPRISING PICKLE MAKER
Chinnakottai tribal village, Palamarathure panchayat,
Tiruvannamalai district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Vijaysarathy comes
from a very ordinary, lower socioeconomic agricultural family.
However, he was literate and had
completed his MBA from open
university. An enterprising young
man, Vijaysarathy worked in a
private company while also looking
after the agricultural interests of his
family. He was interested in learning
new things and soon quit his job.
SST’s ROLE: SST noticed
Vijaysarathy and decided to counsel
him and help him find a career.
SST approached Krishi Vigyan
Kendra (KVK ) and the marketing
department of agriculture,
Tiruvannamalai to help train
Vijaysarathy in pickle making. The
department sponsored his training.
During the course of the training,
Vijaysarathy showed keen interest in
the marketing aspects of pickles,
apart from learning how to make
and package them. The SST staff
also helped Vijaysarathy to develop
his personality.
After he completed his training, SST
helped Vijaysarathy to get an
individual credit linkage of Rs.
15,000 from Indian bank,
Jamunamarathur. He used this
money to start operations in pickle
making and started selling his
product at the nearby villages of
Jamunamarathur, Polur and

Tiruvannamalai as well as at local
tourist spots like the Amirthy zoo.
He got a very good response from
the local customers.
SST also helped him with marketing
by arranging sales camps at TVSM,
Hosur. Vijaysarathy managed to sell
his entire stock of a 150 packets at
this camp.
IMPACT: TVSM, Hosur placed a
regular order of pickles for its
canteen and also organised a sales
camp once every three month for
the TVSM employees. Vijaysarathy
now makes about Rs. 12,000 per
month through sales at the local
market and the TVSM order.
With renewed confidence,
Vijaysarathy has now started
approaching other companies for
the sale of his pickles. Being
educated, he is also now learning
how to use the internet for
promoting sales.
Vijaysarathy has started a Joint
Liability Group in his village, under
the guidance of NABARD, to help
other youth avail bank credit. He is
also involved in training other youth
in his village. His enterprising nature
and his hard work has earned him
social recognition apart from
economic status.
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Case Study 3
REVIVING WEAVING

Case Study 4
FINDING GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT

Boppapuram village, Venkatagiri, Nellore district, Andhra Pradesh

Muthur village, Thally block, Krishnagiri district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Mr. Kondaiah is a weaver.
His family is one of the 450 families in
Boppapuram village who are completely
dependant on weaving for a living. Kondaiah
faced several problems in carrying out his
trade. These included seasonality of work,
infrastructure issues as well as lack of funds.
The presence of middlemen between the
weavers and the end consumers also was a
problem that he and the weavers had to
contend with.
SST’s ROLE: SST conducted a visit to the
Salem district of Tamil Nadu to see how the
weavers worked there. Kondaiah was one of
the weavers who went on this trip and came
back motivated to adopt the power loom
technology. However, since that was quite
expensive, he decided to attach a motor to
his existing loom. SST also advised his wife to
join the local SHG and take part in income
generation projects such as embroidery and

embellishment work on sarees to ensure that
they had enough work all year round.
IMPACT: Because of increased productivity,
Kondaiah now earns approximately Rs.
24,000 per month as against Rs. 10,000 12,000 earlier on. He is now free of money
lenders and even manages to save about Rs.
5,000 per month. The motor on his loom has
made his work much easier and his health is
now much better with no issues of back and
leg pain.
His wife is now an active member of the local
SHG and participates regularly in various
income generation projects which enable her
to earn about Rs. 3000 / month. She also
contributes to social welfare by active
participation in various initiatives including
anemia camps, kitchen gardens etc. and by
mobilising the community to keep the village
clean.

BACKGROUND: G.Girish, son of P.Gopal
came from a family of farmers. However, he
was a graduate and had done his B.C.A.
Despite this, he was unemployed and just
could not find any suitable job.
SST’s ROLE: SST advised him to join the
training programme conducted by ICICI
foundation at Bangalore. Girish joined office
administration course at the institute. After
completion of the 3-month training course,

Girish got a placement in Infosys at Bangalore
at a monthly salary of Rs. 11,500/-.
IMPACT: Girish, now gainfully employed, has
bought himself a two-wheeler and has
brought great joy and pride to his family. He
has trained two other unemployed youth in
his village in soft skills, helping them find
employment. In the evenings he runs a tuition
centre free of cost. These initiatives have
helped him earn the respect of the village.
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Health and Development
India faces two types of diseases: infectious
and chronic degenerative diseases. The former
are related to inadequate implementation of
the public health programme and latter to
demographic transition
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Antenatal and Post Natal Care
Reducing Malnutrition and Anemia
Disease Control and Preventive Healthcare for Entire Communities
Health Awareness Programmes
Inculcating Healthy Habits

There is limited access to quantity and quality
of preventive and curative health care services
due to economic deprivation among the rural
population, poor living conditions and low
educational standards. Lack of knowledge
leads to non-utilisation of health services,
inadequate personal hygiene & sanitation,
unsafe drinking water, under nutrition, anemia
and high infant and maternal mortality rates.
SST has launched a number of initiatives on
the ground to deal with these issues. These
include:
Ÿ Improving the economic condition of
families to meet their health needs.
Ÿ Education on health care, nutritious and
balanced diet, safe drinking water, personal
hygiene and sanitation practices.

Ÿ Strengthening the infrastructure and

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

services rendered by health centres and sub
centres; providing health equipment.
Establishing sub-centres in villages which do
not have access to primary health centres.
Supporting health centres for effective
implementation of their services.
Helping organise health camps in schools
and villages.
Improving the vaccination coverage.

Outcome:
Ÿ No absenteeism in schools and anganwadis
due to poor health.
Ÿ 100% institutional deliveries.
Ÿ 100% immunisation of women & children.
Ÿ Availability of round-the-clock health
services within the village itself.
Impact
Ÿ Increased work efficiency.
Ÿ Reduced expenditure on health care.
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FOCUS AREA 1
ANEMIA REDUCTION AMONG WOMEN

Health & Hygiene
UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Health awareness programmes conducted

Nos.

8,747

15,139

25,474

Nutrition demonstration programmes
organised in anganwadis

Nos.

9,159

18,054

28,916

Participants in general health check-up

Nos.

328,445

500,707

719,003

Students who got a dental check-up

Nos.

55,309

61,492

96,300

Individual toilets constructed

Nos.

266,450

302,855

380,144

Community toilets constructed

Nos.

100

110

133

School toilets constructed

Nos.

810

1,125

1,335

RESULTS
Reduction in morbidity due to infectious
diseases

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

%

4

%

71,100

78,940

88,532

Cases of anemia normalised among SHG
members

Nos.

291,095

360,420

511,038

Villages having access to safe drinking water

Nos.

2205

2870

3709

Children freed from malnutrition

Fighting anemia requires sustained effort. SST has been working with local communities to help
eliminate this problem through a multi-pronged approach which includes:
Ÿ Statistical data collection on women in the age group of 15 to 59.
Ÿ Regular health checkups, anemia screening and testing of Haemoglobin (HB) levels.
Ÿ Identifying the anemic persons and counselling them on prevention and cure.
Ÿ Conducting awareness programmes for women regarding nutrition and personal hygiene.
Ÿ Providing treatment and iron capsules for improving HB levels; deworming capsules.
Ÿ Promoting kitchen gardens.
Ÿ Follow up and monitoring of anemia cases.

Infant Mortality Rate

per 1000
live births

0.24

Maternal Mortality Rate

per lakh
live births

11.8

4

0.15

4

WOMEN FREED OF ANEMIA

As on 31.3.2017

511038

530000

489914
448290
453750

0.15

398895

7.3

5.1
360420

377500

291095

301250

BETTER

ACTIVITIES

While anemia is a major public health problem in India, it is not well understood by the rural
population. It disproportionately affects children and women of reproductive age and has farreaching health consequences such as cognitive dysfunction and an inability to reach ones full
potential. The unavailability and unawareness of nutritious diet further complicates the problem of
anemia among women and children.

235150
225000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

WOMEN IN THE AGE GROUP OF 15 TO 59: 8,02,487

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of women

Jan 17 to
Mar 17
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Case Study 1
TACKLING THE SCOURGE
OF ANEMIA AT THE GROUND
Eruvadi panchayat in Tirunelveli district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: RC compound is a
ward of the Eruvadi panchayat in
Tirunelveli district. 98% of the
population here is Christian. Fishing
is the main source of livelihood.
Most houses here have the basic
amenities and people are relatively
well off. SST started an SHG for
women in order to help them to
become economically independent
and socially and politically
empowered.
SST’s ROLE: SST organized a
community health festival in the
village as part of an anemia camp. It
was one of a series of initiatives
aimed at improving the health of
women here. Among the 42 women
screened for anemia, 26 were found
to be anemic.
The SST staff undertook a door-todoor campaign and made home
visits to each of these 26 anemic
women and advised on personal
hygiene and nutrition. A health
nurse accompanied the SST team.
An awareness programme was
conducted for mother volunteers at
the local anganwadi where they
were given demonstrations on
nutritious food. Iron tablets were
distributed through the local
primary health centre and the
progress made by these women was
closely monitored.
Drumstick seeds and papaya

saplings were distributed to all the
houses and were advised to eat
drumstick leaves on a daily basis.
After sustained efforts of three
months, with close follow up by
VHN, SHG members and the SST
village level facilitator, all the 26
women were screened again and all
of them were found to be free from
anemia.
IMPACT: The women were earlier
unaware of anemia and often spent
large amounts of money for medical
treatment. They also had a
decreased capacity for work
because of lack of energy caused by
anemia. These women are now free
of the problem and not only do they
save a considerable amount of
money but are now energetic and
able to function at their full
potential.
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INCULCATING THE TOILET HABIT

FOCUS AREA 2
TOILETS & SANITATION
Proper sanitation and hygiene are directly related to the overall well-being of an individual. Use of toilets
is an important part of personal as well as community health. It has been found that social, economic,
cultural and psychological barriers often prevent individuals from constructing and using toilets.
To improve sanitation and promote better health, the Government of India (GOI) has instituted
large scale sanitation programmes supporting the construction of public and institutional toilets
and extending financial subsidies to poor families in rural areas for building individual household
latrines. SST has done a considerable amount of work on the ground to facilitate this process and to
change attitudes towards toilet usage. The focus areas are:
(1) Convincing households to construct toilets. (2) Facilitating implementation of government
schemes and supporting with technical issues during construction. (3) Assisting people to avail
government subsidies and monitor effective utilization of the same for constructing toilets

BACKGROUND: As the government
continues to push the agenda of ending open
defecation in villages, SST has done
significant work in the construction of toilets
in homes and inculcating the toilet habit
among villagers.
SST’s ROLE: Through a process of education
on the importance of toilets, SST has helped
build toilets in individual homes across
villages. SST helps the individuals to access
funds that have been allocated by the local
government for the same.

IMPACT: Open defecation leads to the spread
of many contagious diseases. Toilets help
prevent this from happening. The general
health of the villages that have adopted
toilets, has improved considerably. Villagers
now realise the importance of the same and
are happy to end the practice of open
defecation.

Sensitisation programmes are conducted in
schools to teach children the importance of
good hygiene. Simple tips are given to them
such as the habit of washing hands and how it
helps in the prevention of disease.

Impact
Ÿ Open-defecation free villages.
Ÿ Reduction on water & air borne diseases.
Ÿ 196 panchayats have won Nirmal Gram Puraskar.

INDIVIDUAL TOILETS CONSTRUCTED

As on 31.3.2017

380144

400000

369173
346234

357500

328619

302855
315000

266450
272500

BETTER

243430
230000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF HOUSES: 6,48,207

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of Houses

Jan 17 to
Mar 17

Seen here are Mrs. S. Malini (left) of Serakulam village and Asha (top right) of Badanavalu village in front of newly
constructed toilets in their homes. SST helped them to access subsidy from the local panchayat for the construction of the
toilets. Often times, the villagers are unaware of the government schemes available to them. SST plays a role in bridging
this gap. Seen bottom right is a sanitary complex in Sitheri.
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FOCUS AREA 3
PREVENTIVE HEALTHCARE

FOCUS AREA 4
REDUCING MALNUTRITION AMONG CHILDREN

Rural residents often experience barriers to healthcare that limit their ability to get the care they
need. In order for rural residents to have sufficient healthcare access, necessary and appropriate
services must be available which can be accessed in a timely manner. In addition to having an
adequate supply of healthcare services in the community, there are other factors which play a
significant role in healthcare access. They are:
Ÿ Financial ability to pay for services
Ÿ Transportation to reach and use services which may be located at a distance.
Ÿ Confidence in their ability to communicate with healthcare providers.
Ÿ Confidence in their ability to use services without compromising privacy.
Ÿ Confidence in the quality of the care that they will receive.

Malnutrition is a significant global health concern, particularly in children under the age of five. The
causes of malnutrition are varied and include inadequate food, inability to absorb nutrients and low
diet diversity. SST, in its project villages, improves nutritional status of children by integrating
lessons in personal hygiene and nutrition with access to clean drinking water, education, and
community participation. The process followed by SST for improving the nutrition level of children
includes the following initiatives:
a. Monthly checking of height and weight of children at the anganwadi
b. Informing parents of malnourished children.
c. Organizing nutrition demonstration programmes in anganwadis.
d. Supporting anganwadi workers on providing nutritional food and motivating the community to
supplement nutrition.
e. Organizing competitions in anganwadis to encourage children and recognizing anganwadi
workers, mother volunteers and community members for their service.

Seen here are: Top, left: Anemia screening camp at a school in Belagandapalli; Top right: Children working on a garden in
their school in Kampalemare, Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh. Bottom left: A general health camp being conducted at the
Corporation Middle school premises in Padikuppam. Due to a host of interventions, the medical expense has reduced from
Rs. 1250 to Rs. 200 per month/family; Bottom right: Yoga is now a regular part of many schools in SST project areas. Seen
here are the students of the K.G.S. Boys Higher Secondary School in Srivaikundam.

Impact
Ÿ Healthy children.
Ÿ Higher cognitive and motor skills among children.
Ÿ Pride & support of parents on maintaining anganwadis.

CHILDREN FREED OF MALNUTRITION

As on 31.3.2017
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SST steps in to try and bridge the gap by in health care support by:
Ÿ Improving the physical structure of health centres.
Ÿ Supporting health centres by providing health equipment and tools.
Ÿ Supporting health centres in the effective implementation of their services.
Ÿ Assisting health centres to address village health issues.
Ÿ Supporting health centres for organizing health programmes in villages and schools.
Ÿ Establishing health sub-centres in places which do not have access to a primary health centre.

60000

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF CHILDREN BELOW 5 YEARS: 1,10,519

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of children

Jan 17 to
Mar 17
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EDUCATION
Towards Joyful Learning
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Education for All
The purpose of education is to enable students
to get better start in life and to empower them
to become responsible and productive citizens
of the community. SST works closely with all
stakeholders – school teachers, community,
students and the government agencies – to
make this possible.

Economic

Social

Health

HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION

Environment
Infrastructure

EDUCATION
Anganwadis
Schools
Adult Literacy Programmes

SST works to get all the agencies invloved by
(i) organizing regular SDMC meetings (ii)
improving infrastructure (iii) by motivating
teachers to work as a team (iv) by making
time spent in the school interesting (v)
introducing modern techniques on education
such as activity based learnings (vi) arousing
the creativity of the children and (vi) creating
awareness about ecosystem of the village.
Our attempt has been to see that all the
children below the age of 5 attend anganwadi
for at least 2-3 years before they go to the
primary school. In the anganwadi, children
learn cognitive skills, team work and are
encouraged to follow healthy practices, usage
of toilets, as well as proper health and

sanitation measures. Our attempt has also
been to remove malnutrition amongst the
anganwadi children. Career guidance
programmes are also conducted for senior
students.
Key achievements:
Ÿ Enrolment and attendance in anganwadi
has increased from 81% to 98%.
Ÿ Parents attending school development
committee meeting increased from 73%
to 90%.
Ÿ Percentage of slow learners has reduced
from 35% to 8%.
Ÿ Percentage of students passing high school
ranges between 89% and 100%.
Impact
Ÿ Quality education.
Ÿ Reduced number of slow learners.
Ÿ Recognition of government development
efforts by community.
Ÿ Pride and support among the community
for the village anganwadi and school.
Ÿ Regular attendance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF
INFRASTRUCTURE

Education: Anganwadis

INVOLVEMENT OF
COMMUNITIES

Number of anganwadis

Nos.

1602

2006

3062

Number of children in anganwadis

Nos.

38,722

58,174

88,798

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Enrolment of children in anganwadis

%

100

100

100

Regular attendance in anganwadis

%

99

99

99

Mother volunteers meeting conducted

Nos.

15,896

18,054

29,484

Improvement of anganwadi structures

Nos.

1041

1712

1916

Training programmes organised for workers

Nos.

1594

2407

3384

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Nos.

1060

1355

1759

%

88

89

89

ACCESS TO BETTER
TEACHING FACILITIES
HYGIENE

Focus Area 1
ANGANWADIS: JOYFUL LEARNING CENTRES

Many of the anganwadis in
the SST working villages were
in a state of disrepair. The first
thing that SST did was to
improve the infrastructure of
these anganwadis, provide
safe drinking water and
toilets. Walls were painted
with colorful pictures. Toys
and innovative learning tools
were introduced, making
anganwadi learning more
attractive and a fun and
engaging process.

SST has clearly defined goals
and objectives at par with the
objectives of ICDS for
creating a safe and joyful
learning environment. These
include:
1. Advancing the nutritional
and health standards of
children below 6 years.
2. Creating a system that
tackles the proper
psychological, physical and
social development of the
child attending anganwadi.
3. Reducing the rate of
mortality, morbidity, and
malnutrition.
4. Supporting mothers and

helping them become
capable of providing
necessary nutritional and
development needs of the
child and becoming aware of
her own needs during
pregnancy.
5. Improvement of
infrastructure of anganwadi.

RESULTS
Development of model anganwadis
Mother volunteers involvement in anganwadi activities

MODEL ANGANWADIS DEVELOPED

As on 31.3.2017

1900

1759

Impact
Ÿ Strong foundation for
children’s growth.
Ÿ Effective implementation
of ICDS objectives.
Ÿ Pride in community about
anganwadi in villages.

1644
1540

1575

1411
1355
1250

1060
925

720
BETTER

Preschool Education may be
conceived as developing
those competencies, which
help a child realize excellence
as per her/his inherent
potential through proper
education in later life.
Anganwadis play a critical
role in the development of
children to be culturally
sensitive and scientifically
appropriate.

ACTIVITIES

600

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

NUMBER OF ANGANWADIS IN WORKING VILLAGES: 3062

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

Jan 17 to
Mar 17

UOM: Number of anganwadis
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Case Study 1
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
IN THE LOCAL ANGANWADI
Puthpattinam, Kolidam block, Nagapattinam district, Tamil Nadu

SST’s ROLE: Kasthuri, a teacher in this
anganwadi, approached SST along with
the village head and panchayat members.
In 2015-2016, SST constructed a building
for the anganwadi under the Government
Self Sufficient Scheme (SSS). This
immediately led to an increase in
enrollment, from 14 to 20 children.
However, lots more needed to be done.
SST decided to involve the community and
held a meeting where the community was
encouraged to contribute financially
towards the upkeep of the anganwadi.
The villagers agreed to meet the expense
of the artwork outside the building and the
parents took responsibility for planting
trees and a vegetable garden inside the
campus. This was a commitment of
Rs. 12,000.
IMPACT: The anganwadi is now a model
for all to see. Colourful and clean, there are
24 children who attend the anganwadi
regularly. Parents bring their children to
the anganwadi – a marked departure in
behaviour. Earlier, the anganwadi worker
had to go to pick up the children from their
homes to ensure that they attended.
BACKGROUND: This anganwadi was started
when the tsunami hit in 2004. It was run by an
NGO till 2011. After the NGO's withdrawal, a
new anganwadi was sanctioned under ICDS.
However, since no new building was
sanctioned, it functioned in a SHG building.
The building was in very poor shape with a
leaking roof making it almost impossible for
the anganwadi to function during the rainy

season. An open well in the courtyard outside,
made it a safety hazard for the children. The
grounds were unkempt and run over by bushes
and a snake had once entered the building.
Because of these conditions, parents were
reluctant to send their children to the
anganwadi. There was also no drinking water or
toilet facility and only 14 children were
enrolled. The ANC/PNC's women also did not
visit the anganwadi.

In order to increase participation of the
community in the anganwadi, parents
were encouraged to celebrate their
children’s birthdays at the anganwadi. All
parents and villagers were invited to these
parties.
Parents were also encouraged to donate
something to the anganwadi on the
occasion of the birthday of their children.

This has proved to be very successful and
parents have contributed and donated
several things such as providing a flag
hoisting platform, kitchen utensils, play
material, bags, chappals, fan, clocks etc.
An organic link has now been established
between the community and the
anganwadi centre, which in turn has
motivated everyone to take part in the
overall maintenance, up-keep and
improvement of the centre.
Recently a ‘community participation
ceremony’ was conducted in the
anganwadi where SST honoured those
who have contributed to the improvement
of the anganwadi. The Project Officer,
ICDS, was present during the function. He
praised the manner in which all the 3
stakeholders – the community, SST and
the local government – had come together
for the effective functioning of the
anganwadi centre.
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Case Study 2
LONG TERM IMPACT OF
ANGANWADI DEVELOPMENT
Koyambakkam village, Thottikalai, Thiruvallur district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Before SST started work in
the village, the local anganwadi was beset with
problems of poor infrastructure, lack of basic
hygiene facilities, insufficient teaching aids, no
boundary wall among others. It was hardly the
place that children would have liked to come to
spend their day. As a result there were very few
children who were enrolled.

Ÿ The nutritive value of the meals served at

SST’s ROLE: SST stepped in and put its heart
and soul into improving the facilities at this
anganwadi. The first issue tackled was the
improvement of infrastructure at the
anganwadi. A compound wall and a fully
functioning toilet were constructed. A kitchen
garden was developed with the participation of
the mothers and colourful and interesting toys
and learning aides were added to facilitate
learning. The active participation of mothers in
the maintenance of the anganwadi was
encouraged.

SST's work has had a long term impact on the
community as a whole and children in
particular. By involving mothers in the
maintenance and the running of the anganwadi
and instilling in them a sense of belonging, SST
has ensured that they continue their patronage
to the anganwadi. Meetings with the mothers
volunteers is now a regular feature at this
anganwadi.

IMPACT: The short term results have been
clearly visible:
Ÿ There has been an improvement in the
enrollment, from 15 students to 20 students.
Ÿ The cognitive and motor skills of the
children have visibly improved due to the
teaching aids.

the anganwadis has improved due to the
involvement of mothers.
Ÿ Malnutrition is decreasing as the children
have access to fresh and organic vegetables
grown in kitchen gardens.
Ÿ Children are learning to use the toilet and
getting trained in basic hygiene.
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DEVELOPMENT OF
INFRASTRUCTURE
INVOLVEMENT OF
COMMUNITIES
ACCESS TO BETTER
TEACHING FACILITIES

Education: Schools
Number of schools

Nos.

1215

1612

2372

Number of students

Nos.

126,651

147,526

222,968

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Enrollment of children of school-going age

%

100

100

100

Regular attendance in school

%

100

100

100

Improving school infrastructure

Nos.

840

1045

1,305

Parent-teacher association meetings conducted

Nos.

12,789

16,121

21,492

Competitions held for school students

Nos.

6075

11,014

13,731

Career guidance programmes conducted

Nos.

521

687

843

Number of resource centres formed

Nos.

261

345

428

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Schools pass percentage in 12th public exams

%

85-100

87-100

87-100

Schools pass percentage in 10th public exams

%

88-100

89-100

89-100

ACTIVITIES

HIGHER EDUCATION
GOOD HABITS

Focus Area 2
SCHOOLS: BREAKING BARRIERS TO
EDUCATION

Infrastructure development:
SST takes on improvement
projects to meet the basic
infrastructure requirements in
schools to enable quality
education and to ensure that
these schools have clean
classrooms, playgrounds,
drinking water and toilet
facilities.
Quality of education: SST
liaises with the local
education department and
school teachers to help fill
gaps in implementing
modern teaching
methodology while adhering
to the school curriculum. It
also helps to introduce extracurricular activities (ECA) and

multi-media content to
supplement classroom
learning with a special focus
on helping slow-learners or
children with learning
disabilities.
Summer camps: Summer
camps for children include

dropouts is understood and
the parents are counseled
accordingly.
Impact
Ÿ Motivated teachers; Eager
students.
Ÿ Active participation of
community.

MODEL SCHOOLS DEVELOPED

As on 31.3.2017

1400

1305
1242

singing, dancing and general

1170

knowledge classes. This

1150

programme is conducted by

1045

1070

either graduate youth
volunteers or SST staff and is
900

continued throughout

840

summer vacations.
Community support and
650

participation: SST works

595

closely with communities to
involve parents in education
and resolve external barriers
to learning.

BETTER

The objectives of school
education programmes run
by SST in its project areas
include the following:

RESULTS

400

2013 -14

2014-15

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

Jan 17 to
Mar 17

Reducing dropouts: The
problem/reason for the

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN WORKING VILLAGES: 2372

UOM: Number of schools
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Case Study 1
HIGHER EDUCATION
BENEFITS COMMUNITY
Maruthanapalli village, Thally block, Krishnagiri district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Anand, the son of an
agricultural worker, completed his
12th class from the government
Higher Secondary School in Thally.
He secured an 85% in his exams. He
wanted to continue his education and
pursue a Bachelors in Commerce.
However, he faced stiff resistance
from his father who wanted him to
immediately take up a job at a
garment factory to help earn an
income for the family.
SST’s ROLE: Disheartened, Anand
turned to his teachers for guidance
and support who in turn contacted
SST.
The SST team, along with the
teachers, went to Anand’s house to
visit his father to convince him to let
Anand continue his education. His
father agreed but said that he was
unable to pay for his son’s further
studies.
SST identified a sponsor –
Mr. Gopalakrishnan of the R&D
department at TVS Motor Company –
who was happy to sponsor Anand and
pay for his Degree course.

IMPACT: Anand is now doing his
B.Com from a regular college and is
also doing an ICWA correspondence
course. He has taken French as his
first language in the course.
Passionate about teaching and
wanting to give back to his school,
Anand now teaches Accountancy to
the students of the 12th standard
during his vacations. He has taken
ownership of the students at Thally
Higher Secondary School and is
working hard to ensure that they
secure good marks in the public
examination.
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Case Study 2
A ROLE MODEL BECOMES
AN INSPIRATION FOR OTHERS
Panchayat Union Primary School, Melakondaiyar, Tiruvallur district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Declining enrollment
at the Tiruvallur Panchayat Union
Primary School was alarming the
school authorities and the community
and they wanted to take the
necessary steps to tackle this
problem. The reasons for the declining
enrollment included the mushrooming
of private schools in the area, lack of
infrastructure in government schools
and the lack of quality teachers and
education methods. However, the
community realised the importance of
government schools as they served
the lower and middle class families of
the area.
A need-analysis for improving
infrastructure in the school was
conducted through the Participatory
Rural Appraisal (PRA). Inputs were
taken from educationists and a local
NGO was involved.
SST’s ROLE: SST undertook a host of
steps and initiatives to help fix the
problem and to revive the
government school. A compound wall
was constructed in 2012-2013 under
Village Self Sufficiency Scheme
(VSSS) with the help of the local
community . The construction work
was monitored by the local youth.
The toilet complex was renovated.
Maintenance of the improved
infrastructure has been taken over by
the village education committee as
they have realised the importance of
good infrastructure at the school.

In 2016-17, the school education
committee initiated the
beautification of the school. In 2015 16, the school enrolled in DFC “My
School – My Garden”. A library was
set up and photographs graphics and
exhibits related to the curriculum
were introduced in the school.

IMPACT: The school strength
increased by 63 % (from 57 students
in 2012 - 13 to 93 students in 2016-17).
As result of this, the district
elementary education department
has allocated some funds as a special
grant for further improvement of the
school infrastructure.
English proficiency of the students
has reached a commendable level.
The villagers are now more engaged
with the school as is evident in their
increased participation in PTA
meetings. Students are assisted by
the school to avail scholarships under
various categories.
The school, once under neglect, has
now become a role-model in the area
and other are motivated to follow its
success.
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LITERACY CLASSES
MOTIVATING WOMEN
TO BECOME LITERATE
WORKING WITH THE
LOCAL SHGs

OTHER INITIATIVES ACROSS SCHOOLS

Smart classes: Belagondapalli
Higher Secondary School has
been producing 100% results in
X th standard exams for the past
7 years. The government had
provided smart class materials
to enhance the standard of
education in the school. Slow
learners are provided with
course materials through smart
class learning systems to enable
them to understand concepts
easily and to help them score
marks in exams.
Since the system is interlinked
with other schools, through an
online network, the students
can get the coaching from other
schools as well.
This innovative teaching
method has helped slow
learners immensely. They now
find it easier to write their
exams and secure higher marks

Arivu Sudar library for selfstudy for competitive exams:
SST helps communities help
themselves. SST came across a
few enthusiastic youth who
were very motivated to
contribute to social
development of their village.
Guided and encouraged them
and helped them scale up their
activities. The main focus of this
group was education.
The group started a self-study
library with a huge collection of
books for preparing for
government and public
competitive exams.
Impact: 60% of the high school
students participate in talent
search exams and 15% enroll for
exams of premier institutions.

Free coaching centres:
Narasanvilai is a small village of
about 550 people located in the
Alwarthirunagari union. The
children here go to the local
government school.
There was no facility for evening
tuition classes for children who
required additional help. SST
decided to set up a coaching
center – with the help of the
local educated youth – at the
community building with
community support.
The coaching center that
started with 10 students, now
has a strength of 45 students.

Focus Area 3
ADULT EDUCATION AND LITERACY
At SST we are acutely aware
of the ripple effect a woman’s
education has not only on her
well-being and
empowerment but also on
the overall health and
development of her family
and her larger community.
Literacy gives women the
confidence to step out of
their homes and take their
rightful place in society. It
gives them the ability to
become earning members
and contribute to their family
income. Not only that, it has
been found that education
has a positive impact on the
overall health of women and
their families. A 1% rise in
women's literacy is 3 times
more likely to reduce deaths
in children than a 1% rise in

the number of doctors.
(Based upon a United Nations
study of 46 countries.)
However, there remain many
barriers and challenges to
making adult literacy
possible. The challenges
range from overcoming social
beliefs to their own
inhibitions, from access to
learning centers to the
availability of material to
keep them engaged and
interested in the learning
process.
The activities in this area
include identifying illiterate
persons, creating awareness
about literacy, organising
classes, providing study and
reading material and rewards
for participants.

Impact
Ÿ Respect and status in

society.
Ÿ Increased confidence.
Ÿ Self-respect.
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MAKING WOMEN LITERATE

As on 31.3.2017
118424

122000

112788
106509

Education: Adult Education
106500

No. of women to be made literate: 197,069
UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

Women who attended adult education classes

Nos.

82,055

101,015

118,424

Women made literate and able to read up to class
two level

Nos.

56,000

70,100

85,672

UNITS

As on
March
2015

As on
March
2016

As on
March
2017

%

71

87.6

90.44

RESULTS
Literacy rate among SHG women members

75500

101017

2015-16

Apr 16 to
Jun 16

82055

91000

BETTER

ACTIVITIES

101015

64255

60000

2013 -14

2014-15

NUMBER OF ILLITERATE WOMEN: 1,97,069

July 16 to
Sep 16

Oct 16 to
Dec 16

UOM: Number of women

Jan 17 to
Mar 17
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Case Study 1
IMPARTING LITERACY,
RESTORING DIGNITY
Sevvapet village, Tiruvallur district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Sevvapet is a small
village located in the district of
Tiruvallur in Tamil Nadu. SST has been
working in this village since 2012. SST
found that about 2 % percent of
women, in the age group of 20 to 58,
were illiterate. Since most of these
women came from poor agricultural
families, many of them never got the
opportunity to attend school as their
parents needed them to help out with
the house, cattle and farm work.
Their illiteracy posed many
challenges for them. They were often
cheated by money lenders and
shopkeepers. They were embarrassed
by their inability to read or write but
had never had the opportunity to go
to school.
SST created that opportunity for the
women of Sevvapet and started adult
literacy classes here. Ms. Parimala, a
social leader, was encouraged to
teach the women.
SST’s ROLE: SST's aim was to teach
the basic skills of reading, writing,
and simple arithmetic (up to the level
of Grade 2). SST's Village
Development Facilitator conducted
the periodic evaluation and
monitoring. School books were used
for reading and cursive writing books
for practicing hand movement.
The women showed great
enthusiasm to learn and in a short
period of 4 months were not only able

to write alphabets and numbers, but
were also able to read the routes on
the local buses as well as fill bank
slips. This gave these women
immense confidence and a feeling of
freedom.
IMPACT: Hemavathi, aged 52 years,
feels extremely proud of her literate
status. She is now able to
independently take care of her
financial calculations, saving her from
exploitation. She now goes to the
bank with confidence and is able to
deposit and withdraw her money with
ease. Some women are also using the
Kisan Credit Card facility.
All of them have enrolled in Self Help
Groups and have received micro
credit, enabling them to start small
enterprises to supplement their
family income. Education has
brought many positive changes in
their lives.
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Enabling Communities

Economic

Social

Health

HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

Environment

Education

INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE
Renovation of Anganwadis and Schools
Water Harvesting Structures
Construction and Maintenance of Common Structures

Proper infrastructure is essential for holistic
development. However, infrastructure
development is an expensive proposition.
Therefore, SST's approach to infrastructure
development is to involve the active
participation of communities in planning,
executing and financing infrastructure
projects. This enables them to take ownership
of the infrastructure projects. The main
projects that SST undertakes in the area of
infrastructure development are: Renovation
of anganwadis and schools; construction,
repair and renovation of water harvesting
structures; construction and improvement of
health centres; formation and improvement
of roads and drains; and the construction and
maintenance of common community
buildings.
The priorities for each community are
decided after due consultation with the

communities themselves, mainly through
grama sabha meetings with the villagers. The
communities are encouraged to participate in
the process by contributing both financially
and in terms of labour for these projects. This
not only gives them a sense of involvement
but also ownership and pride towards the
infrastructure created. In many cases, the
community is responsible for the
maintenance and up-keep of the new
infrastructure.
IMPACT:
Ÿ Availability of basic infrastructure facilities
in villages.
Ÿ Increased land value.
Ÿ Increased access of motorable road in
villages.
Ÿ Increased value of trade in villages.
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Case Study 1
CONNECTING THE COMMUNITY

Infrastructure
ACTIVITIES

Naikuthi, Sitling panchayts in Sitheri hills, Dharmapuri district, Tamil Nadu

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Formation of roads

Kms.

525

560

571

Filling of potholes

Kms.

440

515

546

Construction of drains

Kms.

285

330

395

Anganwadi buildings renovated

Nos.

1060

1355

1916

School buildings renovated

Nos.

840

1045

1305

Anganwadi toilets constructed

Nos.

1005

1245

1620

RESULTS

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Motorable roads

%

98

98

98

Access to drinking water in villages

%

84

83

92

Children wait for their meals at the newly constructed dining hall at Deverayasetty pura village in Nanjangud
taluk. The hall was built in collaboration between the government, SST and the local community who all
contributed financially towards the project.

BACKGROUND: The tribals of Sitling
Panchayts in Sitheri hills, Eastern ghats, faced
severe hardship in accessing benefits of
development due to the absence of a proper
road linking it to other villages and towns. The
tribals had to take a 50 kilometer detour
around Kalrayan hills to reach Harur, the
nearest town, to sell or buy material and food.
Alternatively they had to go 30 kilometers to
Karumanthuraivia Thumbala, a minor business

distance of 1.65 Kms along the reserved forest.
SST’s ROLE: The villagers requested
permission from the District Forest Officer
(DFO) to construct a road under the Forest
Rights Act, 2006. SST facilitated a special
grama sabha meeting and invited the Sitiling
panchayat president to participate. Required
documents were prepared through a Gram
Sabha resolution and submitted to the District
Forest Officer.

centre with a market.
A Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and Need
Analysis (NA) conducted in Naikuthi revealed
that the main priority for the villagers was the
construction of a road from Naikuthi, an
intermediate forest area, to Karumanthurai, a

With the combined effort of the community,
SST and the forest department, an order was
issued for the construction of a road from
Naikuthi to Dharmapuri, along the reserved
forest, connecting to the existing road to
Karumanthurai.
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Case Study 2
A MODEL ANGANWADI
Padi Kuppam, Tiruvallur district, Tamil Nadu

SST advised the villagers to start the work on a

IMPACT: The road has provided the much

voluntary basis, as shramdaan. More than a 100

needed connectivity to the people of Naikuthi

people gathered for the bhoomi pooja which

who are now able to access markets, banks,

was presided over by the local MLA. The Village

schools and hospitals in the nearby town of

Forest Committee (VFC) and the Village

Karumanthurai.

Development Committee(VDC) met the locals
and invited them to participate in the
community effort to build the road. Both men
and women enthusiastically joined in the
shramdaan soon helped build a temporary road.

The road project is a shining example of people
and governments working together for the
upliftment of communities by investing in
much needed infrastructure. The proper
implementation of FRA has produced

The government has now allotted rupees one

innumerable benefits to tribal communities in

crore towards making a pucca, metal road.

Sitling panchayat of Shitheri hills.

BACKGROUND: In December 2015, heavy
rainfall and floods caused havoc in Chennai,
Tamil Nadu. The Padikuppam slum and the
anganwadi there were particularly badly
affected.

Ÿ Electrical work carried out

Since anganwadis fulfill an extremely
important role towards the emotional, physical
and educational well-being of children, the
damage to the building was particularly hard
for the community.

IMPACT: The results have been truly amazing.
The number of children enrolled has increased
from 14 to 29 and regular attendance has gone
up from 71% to a 100%. Mother volunteers help
at the anganwadi regularly and provide
nutritious meals to the children here, resulting
in malnourishment levels dropping to 4% from
57%. The entire community is extremely proud
of the new facilities and extend full support
towards the running of the anganwadi. The
ICDS staff is also very proud of the anganwadi.

SST’s ROLE: The flood affected anganwadi
(ICDS centre) was renovated by SST through
partnership with the Koreans. The renovations
carried out included the following:
Ÿ New class room building was constructed
Ÿ The kitchen was repaired
Ÿ The school was painted with colourful
artwork on the walls

Ÿ Safe drinking water supply
Ÿ Toilet block repair
Ÿ Play area developed
Ÿ Asbestos sheet roof replaced with G I sheet
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Case Study 3
COMMUNITY TAKES OWNERSHIP OF
LOCAL ANGANWADI
Madathukuppam, Sirgali block, Nagapattinam district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Prior to 2015, the
anganwadi at Madathukuppam ran
from a ramshackle building which had
no proper facilities or amenities.
During the rainy season, the
anganwadi could not function at all
due to rain water flooding the
building. There was no drinking water
or toilets. Since the building was run
by an NGO, government funds were
also not available for its renovation or
repair.
SST’s ROLE: When the villagers saw
the work done at an anganwadi in a
neighbouring village, they got
motivated too and approached SST
for the construction of a new building
for the children.
SST proposed constructing the
building on patta land contributed by
the village, along with a minimum
public contribution of 10% of the total
cost. The villagers donated 6.15 cents
of community land worth Rs. 98,000/along with a community contribution
of Rs. 65,000/-.
SST constructed the building, under
the Government Self Sufficient
Scheme (SSS), at a cost of Rs.
650,000/- There was space for a play
area and a boundary wall was
constructed for the safety of the
children. The community took the
entire responsibility for painting the
wall with colourful artwork, at a cost
of Rs. 35,000/-.

IMPACT: With regular counselling on
the importance of the angawadi and
its role in shaping the future of a child,
the villagers and SHG members now
take an active part in the effective
functioning of the anganwadi. They
regularly assist teachers to do their
job more effectively. The mutual trust
built between the community and the
anganwadi workers has led to an
increased student strength of 27 this
year.
The anganwadi has been voted as the
best in the block. This motivated the
community who started an
‘anganwadi maintenance fund’ where
every family contributed Rs. 5/- per
month towards the fund. They
opened a bank account and
appointed the anganwadi teacher and
a local leader as office bearers to
operate the same.
The community has truly taken
ownership of the anganwadi and are
now proud contributors to its success.
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ENVIRONMENT
Preserving Our Future
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Global Problem, Local
Solutions
Economic

Social

Health
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ENVIRONMENT
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ENVIRONMENT
Solid & Liquid Waste Management
Soil and Water Conservation
Afforestation

Environmental pollution is a global problem. In
India, it has assumed threatening proportions
due to a multitude of factors. These include
poverty, forest degradation, lack of adequate
awareness, and a lax application of the law.
However, there is today, an increasing
awareness of the need to protect the
environment, even among rural communities.
While the crisis is a global one, solutions need to
be implemented at the local level. The first step
towards this is the sensitization of communities
to the dangers of environmental degradation
and to convince them of the urgent need to
address these issues. SST feels it is imperative
for communities to become partners in
initiatives introduced by government and nongovernment bodies. It's no longer enough for
this to be the responsibility of corporates or
governments alone.

The focus areas for SST in Environmental
Protection are:
Solid waste management: Collection and
segregation of garbage | Vermi compost
production | Cleanliness drives
Liquid waste management: Creation of soak
pits | Kitchen gardens| Drainage
Soil and water conservation: Construction of
water harvesting structures | Soil conservation
measures | Dry land farming.
Afforestation: Tree planting in patta and
private lands | Hillock plantation.
Impact
Ÿ Communities are now proud of their villages.
Ÿ Roads free of garbage.
Ÿ No waste water stagnation.
Ÿ Communicable diseases reduced.
Ÿ Increased green cover in villages.
Ÿ 11.98 lakhs tons of Co2 neutrality.
Ÿ 23.49 lakh trees planted and protected by
community.
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Case Study 1
CHECK DAM ACROSS NAGANATHI RIVER
Palathuvannan, Padavedu, Tiruvanamalai district, Tamil Nadu

Environment
Total number of Houses: 6,48,207
ACTIVITIES

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Construction of individual and common
compost pits

Nos.

98,780

113,755

143,469

Households with door-to-door garbage collection

Nos.

100,630

156,340

184,600

Construction of soak pits

Nos.

15,245

18,830

23,257

Houses with kitchen gardens

Nos.

130,955

169,300

217,206

Area covered under afforestation

Ha.

175,205

175,205

175,205

Construction of check dams / rain water
harvesting structures

Nos.

935

1,722

2,718

Area under watershed programmes

Ha.

12,938

16,375

16,375

Uncultivated area brought under cultivation

Nos.

8,828

10,152

17,349

RESULTS

UNITS

As on
As on
As on
Mar 2015 Mar 2016 Mar 2017

Regular cleaning of streets in villages

Kms.

1,287

1,348

1,550

Vermi-compost generated per month

Tons

104

118

186

Households with effective treatment of
solid waste

Nos.

Households diverting waste water to soak pits
or kitchen gardens or drain.

Nos.

213,320
209,630

274,540
275,915

351,979
350,915

BACKGROUND: SST adopted Palathuvannan
village, Kaniyambadi panchayat in 2013.
Afforestation was completed at the village
hillock with the active participation of the
panchayat and the community.
The panchayat president and the local
community made an appeal for the
construction of a check dam across the
Naganathi river so as to increase the available
water table for agricultural development.
Naganathi river runs across Palathuvannan
village and the river bed is about 10 feet lower
than the adjoining lands. Even though the river
is semi perennial, the open wells were not
being recharged and the water table was
getting lower by the year. The farmers could
only raise one crop per year because of this.

SST’s ROLE: A village meeting was organised
in which all the stakeholders, the SST team and
farmers participated. It was decided to
construct a check dam across the river. The
river was surveyed and a suitable site
identified. The Collector approved the project
under the Self Sufficiency Scheme (SSS).
The project was completed with collaboration
and contribution by the local government, the
community and SST. Out of a total cost of Rs. 27
lakhs, the government contribution was Rs. 18
lakhs, while SST and the farmers contributed
Rs. 6 lakhs and Rs. 3 lakhs respectively.
IMPACT: The impact of the check dam has been
immense. Over 560 million cubic feet of water
has been harvested, benefitting 250 open wells.
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Case Study 2
VILLAGES FREE FROM WASTE WATER STAGINATION
Thottipalayam, Sarkar Samakulam block, Coimbatore district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Thottipalayam, a village in
Sarkar Samakulam Union, Coimbatore, has a
population of 1064 people. The main livelihood
of the people here is agriculture and livestock
rearing. Most of the houses here have land
lying idle where stagnant water collects leading
to the breeding of mosquitoes. This has been a
long standing problem and has led to the
spread of many diseases in the village. There
used to be no liquid management process in
Thottipalayam.
SST’s ROLE: When SST started work in this
village the major issue brought to their notice
was the problem of liquid waste management.
Kitchen gardens were identified as a possible
solution to the problem as they would be able
to utilise the waster water from homes. The
SST team organized a variety of organic seeds
and sold packets of the same to the villagers at
The water table in the open wells has increased from 10 to 15 feet and over 650 acres of land has
been benefitted, changing from one crop to two-three crops per year. The farmers are extremely
happy and satisfied with the results.

a nominal cost of Rs. 20 per packet. The
community contributed towards the cost of
seeds for the anganwadis.

All households in the village now have their
own kitchen gardens where waste water is
diverted to. The roads and streets are now free
of waste water stagnation which has
significantly improved the overall sanitation
and hygiene of the village. The added
advantage of course is that most houses now
grow their own vegetables.
IMPACT: The impact of proper liquid waste
management through kitchen gardens has had
many benefits.
Ÿ Families are able to save about 40% of cost
of vegetables now.
Ÿ Organic farming and quality vegetables are
available to all families.
Ÿ Anemia and malnutrition has reduced.
Ÿ People are motivated and have spread
awareness of kitchen gardens to
neighbouring villages.
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Case Study 3
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
Kodakaramoolai village, Pazhayapalayam panchayat, Nagapattinam district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: The local SHG of
Kodakaramoolai village is a pretty
dynamic body and members take an
active interest in community affairs
ranging from the functioning of the
anganwadi to immunisation and
health camps among several other
initiatives. However, when the SST
village development facilitator spoke
to the SHG members about the
importance of cleanliness in one’s
surroundings and hygiene and its role
in the prevention of disease, no one
took him very seriously. People had
got accustomed to living with
garbage that was strewn around the
village. However, when the rains
came, it brought disease along.
Children fell ill and had to miss school
and adults suffered a loss of
livelihood due to illness. This is when
the words of the SST facilitator hit
home. The villagers called for a
meeting of the Panchayat Level
Federation and discussed the
problem. Other SHGs also reported
similar problems. The issue was
escalated to the Block Development
Officer (BDO).
The BDO informed the villagers of the
Thooimai Kaavalar (sanitary worker)
scheme. A group of 8 people were
selected from different SHGs to be
the sanitary workers for the village.
SST’s ROLE: Initially, the house-tohouse garbage collection initiative
faced some problems as it was a

whole new experience for the
villagers and they were not used to
collecting and keeping their
household garbage at the door for
easy pick-up. SST workers helped to
counsel and teach the villagers how
to participate in the garbage
collection process. Students were
sensitized to the same.
Once the garbage is collected, it is
segregated into recyclable and nonrecyclable waste. The recyclable
waste is converted into compost that
is used for the community mango
plantations. Non-recyclable waste is
sold and the money is given to the
panchayat.
IMPACT: The habits of the villagers
have now changed for the better.
They have now been trained to keep
their garbage at the home entrance
for easy pick up. They are also
enthusiastic about the garbage
collection scheme, having seen the
benefits from it. SST recently
honoured the sanitary workers and
garbage collectors, in front of the
entire village. This has gone a long
way in encouraging and motivating
them.
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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Integrating Communities
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Building Harmonious
Communities
The three fold measures that SST has
initiated in this area are:

Economic

SOCIAL

Health

HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT

Environment

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Promoting Social and Cultural Interactions in the Community
Empowering Communities Through Gram Sabhas
Social Leaders

Education
Infrastructure

Winning the trust of people: Since SST works
with all communities, from all religions, it's
been able to win the trust of people wherever it
works. That's because it's seen as a neutral
body that genuinely works for the upliftment of
communities across rural India.
Strengthening the community based
organisations and local bodies: When
communities work together towards a
common cause, it increases social harmony and
decreases the negative impact of caste
discrimination. It also brings different
communities together, resulting in greater
communal harmony within society.

Developing social leaders: Social leaders have
followers because of their ability to bring
people together, facilitate agreements and
drive efforts in the same direction. A
heightened awareness about development has
allowed social leaders to emerge from within
the community. This has meant greater
participation in governance and policy making
at the local level.
Impact
Ÿ Greater awareness of various government
welfare schemes.
Ÿ Improved governance.
Ÿ Effective implementation of government
schemes.
Ÿ Pride in village.
Ÿ Very significant reduction in crime.
Ÿ Crime cases recorded in SST working villages
reduced from 4118 to 996 in the last 5 years.
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Case Study 1
MRS. VENKATESHWARI

Case Study 2
JOY OF SHARING

Nanguneri, Tirunelveli district, Tamil Nadu

Putthur village, Namiyampattu panchayat, Javadhu hills, Tiruvannamalai district, Tamil Nadu

BACKGROUND: Mrs. Venkateshwari, a native
of Madurai, moved to Nanguneri fifteen years
ago, soon after her marriage.
SST’s ROLE: When she first moved here, she
faced severe economic hardship. Her husband
was an alcoholic and she had to struggle to

She has taken on the role of a concerned
community leader and helps those in need to
access government schemes and assistance.
She has helped many widows and elders to
access their pensions. She is also actively
involved in dengue awareness programmes in
her village.

make ends meet. Venkateshwari enrolled in the
local SHG and managed to get a loan
sanctioned through her SHG to set up a
business.

IMPACT: Venkateshawari is today a successful
business woman and a role model for her
village.

BACKGROUND: Mrs. Amutha, wife of
Vellaiyan, suffered in silence for many years as
she struggled to make ends meet. Hers was a
poor agricultural family and life was hard.
SST’s ROLE: All this changed once SST took
Amutha under its wing, counselled and
motivated her to join the local SHG. Amutha
became an extremely active member of the
SHG from where she managed to access bank
loans for rearing goats and lambs.

She protested against the liquor shop in her

Not only did Amutha benefit immensely from

village and successfully petitioned the local

this activity, she also took the lead in

government to have the same shifted out.

encouraging and motivating other members of

Venkateshwari also led a campaign in her

her SHG to take up goat rearing as an income

village for the proper collection and disposal of

generating activity.

garbage and started a garbage segregation
process with the support of the panchayat.

Amutha also came up with the idea of setting

up a tea and snacks shop on the roadside. She
got permission for the same from the forest
officer, with assistance of SST. Amutha was also
instrumental in getting the village women
together for cleanliness drives. With the help of
‘Pudhuvazhuvu Tittam’ project, she has helped
150 families to get community certificates and
ration cards. Her group also helped to reduce
dropouts of school going children in the village.
IMPACT: Amutha’s efforts have borne fruit.
Today, all the members of her SHG earn around
Rs. 30,000 each, annually. 3019 teak seedlings
have been planted by her group in an effort to
green their surroundings. Amutha has risen to
be a mediator between her village and the local
government authorities.
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OUR PARTNERS IN PROGRESS
We are thankful to all our partners without whom the work that SST does would simply not be possible.
Government of India
— Ministries of Tribal Development, Environment and Forests, Government of India
— Regional fodder station, Alamadhi, Chennai
— Tribal Cooperative Marketing Development Federation of India (TRIFED)
State Governments
— Departments of Government of Andhra Pradesh: PWD, National institute of Rural Development,
Education, Agriculture, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry, Municipal Administration and Urban
development, Health, Tribal Development, Forest Department
— Indian Institute of Handloom technology – Venkatagiri
— Departments of Government of Himachal Pradesh: Education, Village Panchayat and Panchayat Raj
— Departments of Government of Karnataka: Agriculture, Horticulture, Animal Husbandry, Rural
Development, Forest, Social Welfare, Education, Health, and Zilla Panchayat, Mysore
— Departments of Government of Maharashtra: Agriculture, Minor Irrigation, Animal Husbandry, Education,
Health, Revenue
— Departments of Government of Tamil Nadu: Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Rural Development, Forest,
Fisheries, Social Welfare, Municipal Administration, Special Panchayat, TWAD Board, Public Works
Department, Highways, Education, Health, Adi Dravidar and Tribal welfare
— Tamil Nadu Watershed Development Agency
— Tamil Nadu Veterinary and Animal Science University
— Tamil Nadu Agriculture university
— Tamil Nadu co-operative milk producers federation Limited (Aavin)
Banks
— ICICI Bank
— IDBI Bank
— National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)
— Nationalised Banks: Indian Bank, Canara Bank, State Bank of Mysore, Indian Overseas Bank, Pandiyan
Grama Bank, State Bank of India, Pallavan Grama Bank
Corporate
— Bosch India Foundation
— Coca Cola Foundation
— Cognizant Foundation
— Confederation of Indian Industry
— Ernst & Young Private Limited
— Shelk Software Private Limited
— Siemens Caring Hands e.V
— Volvo India Private Limited
— Pressmatic Engineers India Private Limited
— Moldwell Products India Private Limited
— Sekar Auto Engineering Component India Private Limited
Other Institutions
— CMC, Vellore
— Korean Association in Chennai

AWARDS & RECOGNITION
1. Mother Teresa Award for the 'Best Corporate Citizen', 2004.
2. Corporate Social Responsibility Award, 2007-08, presented to Srinivasan Services Trust by the
Government of Tamil Nadu.
3. Readers Digest Pegasus Corporate Social Responsibility Gold Award, 2008.
4. 196 panchayats of the Srinivasan Services Trust project villages were awarded the Nirmal Gram
Puraskar by the Government of India, between the years 2010 to 2016.
5. Mrs. Muniyammal from Padavedu, Tiruvanamalai district won the CII Women Exemplar Award in
the micro-enterprises category in the year 2011.
6. Times of India Social Impact Award, for 'Advocacy & Empowerment' in the Corporate NGO
category, 2011.
7. Srinivasan Services Trust was awarded "Environmental Protector" for the year 2013 under the
'organisation category' by the Environment & Forest department, Government of Tamil Nadu.
8. Nattathi village panchayat, Thoothukudi district won the Clean Village Award at the state level,
in 2013.
9. Students from 19 schools of SST project villages won the Design for Change global contest that
recognized efforts in bringing about the change in one's vicinity during the years 2013, 2014 & 2015.
10. Dr. Radhakrishnan award for Best Teachers at the state level was awarded to18 teachers from
the SST project-village schools during the years 2014 to 2016.
11. Ms. P. Thayammal, Esavankulam, Thoothukudi district won the CII Women Exemplar Award in
the Education & Literacy category in the year 2014.
12. Mr. Lakka Sreenivasulu, Boppapuram, Venkatagiri municipality, Andhra Pradesh won National
Award for Handloom Technology in the year 2015.
13. SST won the Economic Times Award for Corporate Excellence, in the category 'Corporate
Citizen', for the year 2016.

Notes

